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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

 

 

Pharos Offshore Group Welcomes Greg Liggins as New Finance Director 
Bringing over a decade of cross-sector financial expertise, Greg Liggins is set to drive 
financial strategy and growth at Pharos Offshore Group as Finance Director. 

 

Port of Blyth, Northumberland UK (Feb. 27, 2024) -- Pharos Offshore Group, a leading provider 
of seabed intervention services and solutions, is pleased to announce the appointment of Greg 
Liggins as its new Finance Director, effective immediately. Greg brings to the role a wealth of 
experience and a proven track record of financial leadership across several key industries. 

Greg is a Chartered Accountant and boasts an impressive academic background with a First-Class 
Honours Degree in Mathematics and Statistics, with integrated Masters. Over the past 15 years, he 
has garnered extensive experience in a range of sectors, including oil and gas, marine 
decommissioning, and construction, demonstrating his versatility and ability to drive financial 
success in diverse business environments. 

Throughout his career, Greg has shown a remarkable capacity for strategic financial planning and 
management, working with businesses ranging from small enterprises to PLCs and large corporate 
organisations. His expertise in financial stewardship, coupled with a deep understanding of the 
operational complexities within the sectors Pharos Offshore operates, positions him ideally to 
support the company’s growth ambitions and enhance its financial performance. 

Speaking on the appointment, Russell Edmondson MD of Pharos Offshore Group, said, “We are 
thrilled to welcome Greg to our executive team. His extensive experience and strategic financial 
insight will be invaluable as we continue to navigate the evolving demands of the offshore industry 
and seek new opportunities for growth. Greg’s proven track record of delivering financial excellence 
aligns perfectly with our mission to provide innovative and sustainable subsea engineering solutions 
to our clients worldwide.” 

Greg commented on his new role, stating, “I am excited to join the Pharos Offshore Group as the 
company grows, continuing its support for the offshore energy sectors. I look forward to contributing 
to the team’s efforts, building on the company’s strong foundation and driving further financial and 
operational success in the years to come.”  



The entire Pharos Offshore team extends a warm welcome to Greg and look forward to a 
prosperous future with his leadership and expertise guiding the company’s financial strategies. 

 

About Pharos Offshore Group: Pharos Offshore Group is a provider of subsea equipment, people 
and services to the global offshore energy sectors focusing on seabed intervention, observation and 
inspections for critical subsea infrastructure. From humble beginnings going back 20 years, Pharos 
employs over 60 members of staff split across onshore and offshore operations, operate globally in 
locations including Europe, East Asia, Middle East & Americas, and possess an ever-growing asset 
fleet to aid project fulfilment.  

 

For more information about Pharos Offshore Group, please visit www.pharosoffshoregroup.com. 
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